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Every national government in the world agrees that alien life 
is nearly a certainty. You won’t hear a president or prime 
minister say it during a press conference or a fundraiser, but 
they say it behind closed doors, in dark hallways, and in war 
rooms from Washington to Moscow.

Part 1: The Facts About UFOs in the World

National Security is a game of probabilities. Countries decide what new weapons they 
need to develop, when to train more troops, and where to aim their satellites based on 
complex mathematical algorithms. Super computers spit out a long list of possible out-
comes, each with a statistical probability of coming true, and 
world leaders use that list to make decisions about military 
spending, foreign policy, and where to plant covert intelli-
gence operatives.

Modern statistical research concludes that non-human, extra-
terrestrial life has 9:1 odds of existing inside the Milky Way 
Galaxy. Would you take that bet?

But knowing whether or not alien life exists is not really the question your government 
wants to know. They have three questions they think are much more important:

 1. Is the non-human, extraterrestrial life sentient and intelligent (ie: can it think and 
     feel)?

 2. Does the non-human, extraterrestrial life pose an immediate threat to national 
     interests?

 3. Is there reason to suspect the non-human, extraterres
    trial life will ally with an adversarial country 
    and there by become a threat to national interests?

Contrary to what you have been told and what you have 
read, your government indeed takes UFOs (officially called 
UAPs - ‘Unidentified Aerial Phenomena’) very seriously. The 
risk UFOs pose to military readiness, communications infra-
structure, and geopolitical power is significant. This is the 
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reason every first-world nation has a central government office tracking, logging, and 
analyzing UFO activity.

In the United States, UFO research and investigation falls 
squarely within the Intelligence Community - with responsi-
bility shared between CIA, FBI, and DoD. In Great Britain, 
responsibility for UFOs is also an intelligence matter - pri-
marily overseen by British Defense Intelligence. Other Euro-
pean countries assign UFO matters to their national space 
agency, as with France’s CNES and Italy’s ASI.

Where countries differ the most is in how they choose to prioritize UFO research and 
investigation efforts. In democratic nations, changes in national leadership often result in 
changes to UFO program interest, support, and funding. These changes are extremely 
prevalent in the United States, where UFO funding through the 1950s was secure, waned 
through the mid-1960s, spiked again in the early 1970s, dropped-off in the 1980s, and 
continues to waffle back-and-forth based on who resides in the White House.

With rapid technological advances in air travel, drone tech-
nology, and the commercialization of space capabilities, 
government interest in UFOs is at a historic high around the 
world. Multiple military and civilian reports have highlighted 
a troubling increase in aircraft crashes, inflight emergencies, 
near-miss collisions, and unidentified aircraft sightings all due 
to UAP activity.

Part 2: The Current State of UFOs in the 
World

Since 2010, multiple high-impact, science-based gov-
ernment studies on UFO activity have been completed, 
reviewed, and promptly classified in the US, UK, and 
across Europe. Public pressure has forced government 
officials to change their positions and release previously 
classified reports, like those included in the annex of this 
special report.
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Pairing these classified studies with raw military and CIA intelligence reports highlights a 
few important correlations:
 • UFO activity peaks at times of global tension (the Cold War, Iran nuclear efforts, 
 global recession, etc.)
 • UFO activity is reported most frequently by military and commercial airline crews 
 (where multiple witnesses describe the event rather than just one)
 • UFO activity is most commonly discovered in rural settings where sightings are  
 clustered near military, nuclear, or access controlled facilities (ie: waste treatment, 
 weapons development, private research & development, etc.)

Classified reports have highlighted these correlations and governments have taken action 
on them. One of the most telling examples is the official UK Ministry of Defense Scientific 
& Technical memorandum (Annex item 1a) that states, “It is recommended that further 
investigation should be taken…[for] novel military application.”

In the US, classified CIA documents from the Directorate 
of Science & Technology (Annex item 1b) confirm that, 
“At this present time, there are offices and personnel with-
in the Agency who are monitoring the UFO phenomena…
[for] any information which might indicate a threat poten-
tial... or application of UFO related research.”

It is widely acknowledged that as much as 95% of pub-
licly reported UFO activity can be linked to secret, clas-

sified, or sensitive projects and airborne national security operations. The development, 
experimentation, and trial flights of CIA’s A-12 Oxcart and U-2 Dragonlady airframes 
were the cornerstone for public UFO sightings throughout the 1950s and 1960s.

On the other side of the globe, Russia was engineering equally secret fighter and re-
connaissance aircraft. It becomes clear when looking at French Air Safety UFO Studies 
(Annex item 2a) that the massive spike in sightings, locations, and altitudes were being 
driven by the Cold War between the US and Russia. Even as the cold war ended, private 
US companies like Lockheed Martin and Boeing continued to create secret aircraft for the 
US AIr Force like the F-117 Nighthawk and the YF-118G Bird of Prey.
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Government and military leaders recognize that UFO activity 
is expected in 3 predictable and nearly untraceable forms:
 1. Allied technology being developed and tested in  
  secret.
 2. Compartmented but approved secret travel for 
  diplomatic, intelligence, or military operations.
 3. Hostile government or commercial prototype devel- 
  opment being tested in international or allied territory.

With these three known eventualities in play, governments 
continue to fund, track, and monitor UFO activity (Annex 
items 2b-2e). It is also the reason why so much government recorded UFO activity re-
mains classified to this day.

Your government isn’t interested in UFOs for the same rea-
son you are. They look to the skies with fear, survival, and 
conflict in mind. Even if they have the imagination to con-
sider intelligent non-human life, they are (correctly) focused 
on potential threats posed by hostile human actors against 
national sovereignty.

Part 3: The Future of UFOs in the World
As technology, information, and connectivity continues to improve, you can expect more 
UFO sightings, reports, and data than ever before. Governments will continue to hold-
back information they see as possible national threats, but they will also release select 
information that serves their interests.

The selective release of information is exactly what you saw 
in the early 2021 release of previously classified CIA and 
US military records related to UFOs. Under direction from 
Congress, the CIA and other Intelligence Community part-
ners were given 180 days to create a detailed, complete 
report on UFOs.

Per the US Congress on December 27, 2020:
“The Committee supports the efforts of the Unidentified Aerial 
Phenomenon Task Force at the Office of Naval Intelligence 
to standardize collection and reporting on unidentified aerial 
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phenomenon, any links they have to adversarial foreign governments, and the threat they 
pose to U.S. military assets and installations. 

However, the Committee remains concerned that there is no unified, comprehensive process 
within the Federal Government for collecting and analyzing intelligence on unidentified ae-
rial phenomena, despite the potential threat. The Committee understands that the relevant 
intelligence may be sensitive; nevertheless, the Committee finds that the information sharing 
and coordination across the Intelligence Community has been inconsistent, and this issue has 
lacked attention from senior leaders. 

Therefore, the Committee directs the DNI, in consultation with 
the Secretary of Defense and the heads of such other agencies 
as the Director and Secretary jointly consider relevant, to submit 
a report within 180 days of the date of enactment of the Act, to 
the congressional intelligence and armed services committees on 
unidentified aerial phenomena (also known as ``anomalous aeri-
al vehicles’’), including observed airborne objects that have not 
been identified.” 

Congress’s actions suggest that UFO activity will be prioritized, 
funded, and followed with more government attention in the 

future - not less. You can expect increased organization, collection, and reporting of UFO 
discoveries in classified intelligence channels. While it may seem reasonable to expect 
that the government will share their new findings with the public, it is much more likely 
that they will continue to strategically cultivate what information they share.

Consider the recent release of US Navy footage by the 
Pentagon capturing UFOs mid-flight performing seem-
ingly impossible aerobatic maneuvers. That footage, as 
authentic as it is, represents only one of more than 120 
unique UFO reports collected by Navy pilots in the last 
two decades. Further, that footage was reviewed and 
approved for release to the public… but why?

Understanding that the US government collects and 
protects credible UFO documentation, the release of the 
navy footage demonstrates two National Security strategies:

 1. Publicly demonstrate to the non-US developer of the technology that the US 
   military is both aware and able to track/target that technology.
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 2. Encourage public reporting of future instances where the same/similar 
    technology is observed.

With the Pentagon formally acknowledging in May 2021 that the ‘tic-tac’ vehicle cap-
tured in the navy footage was not of US military or commercial origin, the US govern-
ment only stands to benefit from making this kind of footage public. It is a classic covert 
influence technique (dating back to World War I and popular throughout the Cold War) 
to ‘leak’ footage that helps shape public opinion in support of government objectives.
 

In keeping true to the statistical reasoning that drives 
National Security decision making, mathematicians have 
concluded that there is a 1 in 500,000,000 chance that 
any given UFO sighting will be of non-human origin. 
Despite the incredible odds in favor of non-human life in 
the Milky Way, government and scientists have not yet 
found a way to measure the potential sophistication of 
an extraterrestrial civilization. 

Consider how technologically advanced human kind has 
become in the last 100 years. Even so, we only recently created an airborne drone of 
our own able to operate inside another planet’s atmosphere - NASA’s ‘Ingenuity’ drone 
(Annex item 3a).  When your government considers the estimated 30 Milky Way plan-
ets capable of hosting life, compares that against the high-frequency of UFO sightings 
linked to known events, calculates the low probability that one of those 30 planets hosts 
civilization more advanced than earth, and then measures the threat-level for known vs. 
unknown risks, they cannot help but ignore the small margin of possibility that extra-ter-
restrial life could be contributing to overall UFO activity.  

Part 4: Government vs. Public Conclusions
The core of mankind’s obsessions with extraterrestrial life is not shared by the men and 
women appointed to government office. Your government’s 
focus is on practical issues that pose known, immediate 
risks to your nation’s sovereignty.

But the innate human interest in UFOs runs much deeper 
than government policy interests. The possibility of non-hu-
man civilization relates to human spirituality as much as 
it does science and discovery. Leading world religions all 
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make reference to humans being one part of a larger universe, intelligently designed and 
overseen by a universal power.

In the Christian bible, Hebrews 1:2-3 states: 
He [Jesus] is the radiance of the glory of God and the 
exact imprint of his nature, and he upholds the universe 
by the word of his power. 

In the Muslim Quran, Chapter 21:19 states: 
Everyone in the heavens* and earth belongs to Him, 
and those that are with Him are never too proud to wor-
ship Him, nor do they grow weary; 

(*note: ‘Heavens’ was the Arabaic word for Universe at the time - and the Quran explained 
multiple aspects of modern astronomy like big-bang, black holes, etc. using the term ‘heav-
ens.’)

In the Buddhist Lotus Sutra, Chapter XXIV (Titled: Bodhisattva Gadgadasvara) states:
In the worlds through which he passed, the land quaked... The eyes of this bodhisattva were 
as large as blue lotus leaves... His body was pure gold in color, adorned with immeasurable 
hundreds of thousands of merits, radiant with virtuous dignity, and brilliantly illuminated like 
the adamantine body of the god Nãrãyaña. Having entered the seven-jeweled platform and 
ascended into the air, he flew above the earth at a height of seven tãla trees.

Despite what sci-fi and pop culture promotes, it is unlikely 
that extraterrestrial life, technology, or transport would 
be anything like what we have on earth. Instead, they 
would be as foreign to us as the lifeforms we see living 
in the deepest parts of the ocean. There is no reason to 
assume their engineering would use technology like ours, 
their physical size/stature would be similar to ours, or 
even that their skin or materials would land in our visible 
spectrum.

It is exactly those limitless possibilities that make 
your curiosity about UFOs so powerful. And it is the 
same requirement for faith and hope that make your 
government continually deprioritize efforts to find (or 
share) the answers you want (Annex items 4a-4b). 
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Governments and the people they are sworn to serve stand 
diametrically opposed on UFOs - with the first focused on 
practical concerns and the second focused on universal con-
cerns. Governments seek to control and protect boundaries 
and populations by defining priorities, dividing resources, and 
distributing information selectively. But that process is only ef-
fective inside a homogeneous community like the human race. 

To best meet growing evidence of UFOs and the possibility of 
non-human visitors, people have to force their governments to 
evolve in new ways that serve all of mankind in addition to 
just their sworn national protectorate.

Godspeed, #EverydaySpy

(See Classified Document Annex on the Following Page)
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Andrew is a former covert CIA Intelligence officer, decorated US Air Force Combat 
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Special Report -- Classified Document Annex:

Item 1a: UK Project Condign Executive Summary 
Item 1b: CIA DS&T Unofficially Tracks UFOs
---
Item 2a: French UFO Air Safety Study
Item 2b: CIA Coverage of UFOs
Item 2c: CIA UFO Photo Analysis
Item 2d: CIA Sighting of Unconventional Aircraft
Item 2e: CIA Source Reporting UFO Sighting
---
Item 3a: Ingenuity Press Kit
---
Item 4a: CIA National Security Policy
Item 4b: CIA Studies in Intelligence UFO Report
---
Item 5a: Joint USSR & PRC UFO Intel Report
Item 5b: French UAP Spatial Point Pattern Analysis
Item 5c: CIA U2 adn Oxcart Program Report
Item 5d: PRESS UK Project Condign Article
Item 5e: PRESS UK UFO Research Guide
Item 5f: PRESS Experts on UAP Task Force Report
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